
We thank all the reviewers for helpful suggestions. We will incorporate the following analysis into our revision.1

(R1) Qualitative analysis via attention patterns. We compared the attention pattern of BERT and XLNet without2

finetuning. Firstly, we found 4 typical patterns shared by both, as shown in Fig. 1.

(a) Content stripes (b) Local/Self focus (c) Two segments (d) Content-based symmetry

Figure 1: Attention patterns shared by XLNet and BERT. Rows and columns represent query and key respectively.3

More interestingly, in Fig. 2, we present 3 patterns that only appear in XLNet but not BERT: (a) The self-exclusion4

pattern attends to all other tokens but itself, probably offering a fast way to gather global information; (b) The relative-5

stride pattern attends to positions every a few stride apart relative to the query position; (c) The one-side masked pattern6

is very similar to the lower-left part of Fig. 1-(d), with the upper-right triangle masked out. It seems that the model7

learns not to attend the relative right half. Note that all these three unique patterns involve the relative positions rather8

than absolute ones, and hence are likely enabled by the “relative attention” mechanism in XLNet. We conjecture these9

unique patterns contribute to the performance advantage of XLNet. On the other hand, the proposed permutation LM10

objective mostly contributes to a better data efficiency, whose effects may not be obvious from qualitative visualization.

(a) Self exclusion (b) Relative stride (c) One-side masked

Figure 2: Attention patterns that appear only in XLNet. Rows and columns represent query and key respectively.11

(R2 & R3) Fair comparison with BERT-Large (incl. whole word masking). A fair comparison between XLNet-12

Large and the best of three BERT-Large variants, all trained on Wiki + Books only, is presented in Table 1. As we can13

see, XLNet always improves performance, which is consistent with our early ablation on base models.

Dataset XLNet-Large-wikibooks BERT-Large-wikibooks†

SQuAD1.1 (EM/F1) 88.2/94.0 86.7/92.8
SQuAD2.0 (EM/F1) 85.1/87.8 82.8/85.5

RACE 77.4 75.1
MNLI 88.4 87.3
QNLI 93.9 93.0
QQP 91.8 91.4
RTE 81.2 74.0

SST-2 94.4 94.0
MRPC 90.0 88.7
CoLA 65.2 63.7
STS-B 91.1 90.2

Table 1: †For BERT, we report the best result among 3 variants including the
original BERT, BERT with whole word masking, and BERT without NSP loss.

Figure 3: Performance at different training
steps.14

(R2) Performance progress. In Fig. 3, we plot the finetuning performances of 4 typical tasks at different steps.15

Although the performance at 100K is already decent, it keeps improving and does not fully converge at the end of 500K.16

(R2) Other datasets and baselines. Since the SuperGLUE is released after the NeurIPS deadline, we haven’t got a17

chance to check it out. We are planning to look into it. The GPT result is copied from the original GPT-1 paper. For18

GPT-2 medium, we suspect the performance will not reach SOTA since it wasn’t trained to capture bi-directional info.19

(R3) Sequential vs permutation. Intuitively, the model with permutation can see both p(new|york, is a city) and20

p(york|new, is a city) in expectation, which enables the model to capture bi-directional relations.21


